1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Humans learn language through exposure to surrounding speech. Speech is rich with distributional regularities encoded in adjacent and nonadjacent sequences, which reflect grammar constraints. Experimental studies suggest that infants are sensitive to dependencies between sequences and they can use general mechanisms of statistical learning to process and acquire language (for a review see [@b0215]). Infants can, for example, segment the speech stream into words given only dependencies between adjacent syllables ([@b0010], [@b0210]). But to attain linguistic proficiency, children must also learn to generalize the behavior of words into grammatical categories, so that they can be used productively in syntax.

The mechanisms that children use to assign and remember grammatical category membership are not well understood. How does a child learn to map words to classes when words are not overtly marked, cross-linguistically, neither lexically nor prosodically? Language-specific phonological cues such as stress or segment length ([@b0030]) have been shown to facilitate word category assignment ([@b0145]). However, not all languages have phonological cues that accurately predict grammatical categories. So how are they learned? One other promising candidate are structural cues such as neighboring words or discontinuous dependencies, that are indicative of grammatical category.

Words belonging to the same category typically behave similarly in similar morphological and syntactic contexts ([@b0020], [@b0080]). Members of the same class, such as 'noun' or 'verb', can be substituted for one another without changing the grammaticality of an utterance. Presumably, these distributional patterns provide input regarding grammatical function to the learner. [@b0110] propose that adjacent sequences in word cooccurrence distributions are a cue for word categorization. [@b0025], [@b0200] use bigram frequencies from natural language and computer simulations to demonstrate categorical learning effects. And [@b0125] show that distributional structures in adjacent dependencies (bigram cooccurrences) successfully categorize nouns and verbs in child-directed speech in four English corpora.

In addition to adjacent dependencies, nonadjacent dependencies in natural language exist and they can encode grammatical structures. An example is morphosyntactic agreement, e.g. he [**is**]{.ul} sleep[**ing**]{.ul}. There is ample evidence that infants make use of nonadjacent dependencies in categorizing elements presented between two repetitive surrounding elements ([@b0070], [@b0075], [@b0090], [@b0120], [@b0160], [@b0155], [@b0180], [@b0220], [@b0250]). Artificial language learning experiments also show that learners are sensitive to nonadjacent dependencies ([@b0255]). The simplest nonadjacent dependency is the so-called *frame*, a sequence of three elements, like A_B\_C, in which A and C predict information about B. In our example of morphosyntactic agreement, only verbs can appear between the auxiliary verb *is* and the progressive suffix *-ing*. Therefore this nonadjacent dependency, or frame, signals the grammatical class of the intervening element.

[@b0115] defines the frame as, "two jointly occurring words with one word intervening", and shows that words A and C in frequently occurring frames accurately categorize the grammatical category of word B in English. Across longitudinal corpora of child-directed speech in parent-child dyads, the results are robust as evaluated by measures of accuracy and completeness. In technical terms, accuracy is equivalent to *precision* in Information Retrieval, i.e. true positives/true positives + false positives (aka a Type I statistical error). And completeness is analogous to *recall*, i.e. true positives/true positives + false negatives (aka a Type II statistical error). In plain speak, accuracy measures how precise is the set of elements selected from a sample. For example, you want to select apples from a bag of apples and pears, but you cannot see in the bag. Out of the pieces of fruit you pick from the bag, how many are apples? Completeness measures how many apples you selected from all the apples present in the bag.

Since [@b0115], studies of frequent word frames in languages other than English have had mixed results, summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. French and Spanish frames are a robust cue for word categorization, especially for nouns and verbs ([@b0035], [@b0265]). Frames in Dutch, German and Turkish, however, are not accurate ([@b0045], [@b0245], [@b0260]). [@b0045] found that on all levels of analysis, English frames were more predictive than Dutch frames. [@b0265] conclude in their comparison of Spanish and English frames that "the clarity of the distributional information available in frequent frames varies across languages, and within languages it varies across different distributional environments and grammatical form classes". Additionally, different studies using the same methods on different datasets of the same language obtain different results (see the results for German in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). [@b0260] study word frames in a small corpus of German and found a high degree of accuracy for frames. [@b0245], by contrast analyze a much larger corpus of German child directed speech and they find less robust accuracy for word frames.Table 1Results from previous studies.Language (corpus)UtterancesMean accuracyMean completenessWordsMorphemesWordsMorphemesEnglish ([@b0115])103,1910.910.12Chinese ([@b0275])22,1370.70Dutch ([@b0050])49,6350.71French ([@b0035])20061.00.33Spanish ([@b0265])37,5880.75Turkish ([@b0260])37,7650.470.910.100.06German ([@b0260])56850.860.880.070.05German ([@b0245])30,6010.77

Hence, it has become a matter of debate whether the nonadjacent dependency captured by the frame is a universally available pattern to children that might aid in categorization. Most studies analyze frames at the word level, i.e. word1_word3. To account for the differences in morphological and grammatical features in typologically different languages, [@b0260] propose analyzing frames in languages with richer morphology on the morpheme level. They find both Turkish and German frequent morpheme frames are accurate predictors of the target morpheme's grammatical category (morpheme2). This suggests that the morphological complexity of a language might be relevant for the level of granularity of the units where frames are to be found. Whether this finding translates to other languages, however, is an unresolved issue so far and therefore the focus of this paper.

In this paper, we test whether frequent frames are a universally salient nonadjacent distributional pattern at the word and morpheme levels in child-surrounding speech.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} In Section [2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}, we describe our data sample, which includes longitudinal corpora from seven typologically diverse languages. Because the corpora differ in size and the languages differ in their morphological complexity, we operationalize a relative frequency measure to make the data comparable. In Section [3](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}, we evaluate frequent frames in child-surrounding speech in each corpus by accuracy and completeness scores and compare the results to previous findings. These measures, however, do not lend themselves to investigating frequent frames cross-linguistically at the level of specific parts of speech. We therefore propose two novel measurements, called global accuracy and global completeness, and test whether certain parts of speech are more accurately captured in frequent frames across languages. In Section [4](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}, we discuss our results and reasons why frequently occurring nonadjacent dependencies captured by frames are indeed a universally available cue for children.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. The corpora {#s0015}
----------------

Linguistic diversity poses many challenges for cognitive science ([@b0055]). In language acquisition studies, it is not practical or even possible to test for statistical patterns across all languages. Instead, we simulate linguistic diversity by examining languages which differ maximally in their grammatical structure. To develop a typologically-diverse set of languages, [@b0235] applied a fuzzy clustering algorithm used by [@b0205] that takes as input thousands of languages and their typological feature values (e.g. grammatical case, inflection categories, degree of synthesis, inflectional compactness) as encoded in two broad coverage typological databases: the World Atlas of Linguistic Structures (WALS; [@b0085]) and AUTOTYP ([@b0165]). The algorithm outputs five clusters of maximally diverse languages. For each cluster two languages were chosen where longitudinal studies were available (for this study we were forced to use a subset of these languages, see below). Each study contains spontaneous dialogues around a target child. The sessions are captured in recordings that were then transcribed and annotated. The resulting corpora were compiled into the unified ACQDIV database ([@b0150]), which can be used to mine for statistical patterns in child surrounding speech.

For the present study, we selected seven languages from the ACQDIV database, which adhered to our experiments' constraints. For example, the Indonesian corpus ([@b0065]) is not part-of-speech tagged, so we could not use it in any analysis. The Russian corpus ([@b0230]) is not morphologically segmented, so we could only use it in our analysis of frequent frames at the word level. Listed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, the languages in our sample are culturally, geographically, genealogically, and demographically diverse.Table 2Language sample.LanguageSpoken mainly inLanguage familySpeakersChintangNepalSino-Tibetan6000InuktitutCanadaEskimo-Aleut34,000JapaneseJapanJapanese128,000,000RussianRussiaIndo-European166,000,000SesothoSouth AfricaBantu5,600,000TurkishTurkeyAltaic70,900,000YucatecMexicoMayan766,000

[Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} lists the number of children and their ages in each corpus in our sample. [Fig. 1 in the Supplementary Materials in Section 5](#s0085){ref-type="sec"} shows the age spans for each child. Each corpus's size and the amount of data we analyzed in this study is listed in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. The corpora differ in size and morphological productivity, as shown in their number of utterances, word tokens and morpheme tokens.Table 3Children in the corpora.CorpusChildrenAge rangesChintang42; 1.9--3; 5.25, 2; 0.29--3; 5.13, 3; 0.14--4; 4.25, 2; 11.2--4; 3.14Inuktitut42; 6.6--3; 3.2, 2; 0.11--2; 9.5, 2; 6.2--3; 2.26, 2; 9.16--3; 6.12Japanese42; 11.27--5; 1.23, 2; 11.28--5; 0.17 (×2), 3; 0.1--5; 0.27Russian51; 3.26--4; 11.0, 1; 4.22--5; 6.26, 1; 6.10--5; 4.18, 1; 11.28--4; 3.14, 3; 1.8--6; 8.12Sesotho42; 1--3; 0, 2; 1--3; 2, 2; 4--3; 3, 3; 8--4; 7Turkish81; 0.2--3; 0.3, 0; 7.28--3; 0.24, 0; 8.6--3; 0.14, 0; 8.1--1; 9.28,0; 8.0--2; 4.20, 0; 8.2--3; 0.14, 0; 8.30--3; 0.20, 0; 9.27--2; 9.13Yucatec31; 11.9--3; 5.4, 2; 0.1--3; 0.29, 2; 1.5--3; 3.11Table 4Corpus and analysis size.Language (corpus)UtterancesWordsMorphemesTotalAnalyzedTotalAnalyzedChintang ([@b0240])396,412987,120473,9181,594,829814,076Inuktitut ([@b0005])46,68073,25523,16437,7818673Japanese ([@b0130])[a](#tblfn10){ref-type="table-fn"}271,868821,106514,344666,748376,934Russian ([@b0230])828,0412,033,7551,316,234NANASesotho ([@b0040])69,530237,11283,514329,347112,630Turkish ([@b0095])400,8361,136,332938,955300,907272,459Yucatec ([@b0190])91,825257,49689,219198,76184,928[^1]

To establish that the nonadjacent dependency structure captured by frames is a language universal pattern in child-surrounding speech, we test for predictable categorization in this sample of grammatically diverse languages. The typological diversity that the sample captures is aimed at freeing analyses of input patterns from bias from particular grammatical structures. For example, some grammatical phenomena have been claimed to predispose languages towards frames. On the word level, English frequent frames include "you_it", "the_one", and "put_in" ([@b0115]). The first frame is only possible in languages that do not allow pro-drop; the second presupposes that the language has articles; and the third that it contains prepositions. Certain word orders or stricter word order is also potentially predictive because it determines if nouns can easily target verbs, e.g. (NP V NP). The languages that we use in our analysis capture linguistic diversity -- e.g. different word orders, pre-or postpositions, languages with and without pro-drop, languages with and without articles -- hence statistical regularities identified in this sample of languages are more likely to be universal.

As summarized in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, the languages in our sample exhibit morphology with varying degrees of synthesis and fusion. Morphology may also play a role in frame creation. For example, a language with both prefixes and suffixes might capture (A- \_ -C) frames. There may also be agreement in the right position of a frame, (head-dependent \_ -AGR), e.g. (doggy(Masculine) ADJ -Masculine). The degree of morphological synthesis may also play a role. For example, the more synthesis, the higher the probability for affixes targeting affixes, as in Chintang (-u'3P' \_ -a'IMP').Table 5Typological features.SynthesisLanguageWord orderNounVerbAdpositionChintangSOVMidHighNoneInuktitutSOVHighHighNoneJapaneseSOVLowLowPostRussianSVOMidMidPrepSesothoSVOMidHighNoneTurkishSOVMidHighPostYucatecVOSMidHighPrep

2.2. Extraction procedure {#s0020}
-------------------------

Our frame identification procedure extracts utterances of child-directed and child-surrounding speech from each corpus. Since we do not have annotations for directedness in all corpora, child-directed utterances are approximated as utterances made by all adult speakers. Each utterance is split into sequences of words or morphemes and their part-of-speech labels. From these n-gram sequences, all trigrams are extracted. Each trigram, say A_B\_C, is a frame and a potential frequent frame. A *frame* is an ordered pair of items, in our study space-delimited words and expert-annotated morphemes, with a corresponding element intervening. A *frame-based category* is the set of frames that contain the same framing elements ([@b0115]), i.e. all occurrences of, say, A_C. The intervening element, the so-called *target*, is element B and its grammatical label.

Frame-based categories do not by definition include utterance boundaries as framing elements (\#\_B and B\_\# in the sequence \#ABC\#) nor do frames cross utterances, e.g. C_E in utterances ABC and DEF ([@b0115]). In this study, we focus on lexical frequent frames' unique contribution in the input to children and we do not take utterance boundaries as framing elements. Support comes from an artificial language learning experiment by [@b0255], who show that pauses and edges are not needed to learn nonadjacent dependencies. We do note, however, that position salience should be investigated cross-linguistically; see [Section 5.6](#s0085){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Materials. Consider the study by [@b0060], who investigate why children form a productive noun category earlier than a verb category. Their results suggest that utterance final position is a more accurate predictor of nouns than frame-based categories that include utterance boundaries.

Each frame-based category in our analysis is assigned a modal grammatical category following [@b0265]. That is, the grammatical category of targets in a frame-based category are tallied and the grammatical category with the most occurrences is assigned as the modal category. For example, the Chintang word frame-based category, aŋ_lo, occurs 96 times with verb as target and once with a noun and once with an adverb. Therefore the modal category assigned is verb, with 98% of occurrences. When we average across modal categories at the word level, the distribution ranges from 55% in Russian to 99% in Inuktitut with a cross-corpus mean of 81%. At the morpheme level, the distribution is over 94% for all corpora with a cross-corpus mean of 97%.

In the development of the ACQDIV database of corpora, each corpus was annotated for parts of speech independently at the word and morpheme levels. This procedure was undertaken by mapping richly annotated language-specific phenomena to a normalized set of parts of speech. For example, Sesotho has a rich noun class system with over a dozen glosses annotated by "n\^" followed by a sequence of digits, e.g. n\^3, n\^5, n\^10, to indicate specific noun classes ([@b0040]). We map this Sesotho-specific labelling system to the label *Noun*, thus making the richly annotated pluralization strategies of nouns in Sesotho comparable with nouns in other languages in our sample. Our normalization of parts of speech results in a set of twelve categories that we use in our analyses: adjective, adverb, auxiliary, conjunction, interjection, noun, numeral, postposition, preposition, pronominal-demonstrative, particle and verb. Additionally, dependent morphemes have the label prefix or suffix. Labels on the word and morpheme levels apply to stems and not word forms.

Our approach differs from previous studies that use sets of grammatical category labels, either "standard" or "extended", which range in number and type. For example, standard labelling by [@b0115] includes ten parts of speech and extended labelling contains a few additional distinctions -- nouns are divided into nouns and pronouns, and verbs into verbs, auxiliaries and copula -- resulting in fourteen categories total. The corpora in this study also include fourteen labels (see [Table 14 in the Supplementary Materials](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}). We do not analyze a standard versus extended labelling scheme because a larger number of category distinctions should, if anything, decrease the overall accuracy of frames because the labelling of targets is more precise, so there is a greater distribution of types. In other words, fewer label types should increase the accuracy of categorization. In fact, [@b0245] find a statistically significant difference between standard and expanded labelling schemes for accuracy scores. Hence, we decided to err on the side of caution and go with a larger set of finer-grained distinctions because if a pattern is found there, then it is more likely to reflect an actual signal. Consider the most extreme example of labelling all word forms with the same label; categorization accuracy would always be perfect. Therefore we think it pertinent to use a relatively large, transparent and cross-linguistically applicable grammatical labelling scheme in our analyses.

Lastly, during our data extraction procedure we calculate the categorization accuracy of each bigram, i.e. the conditional probability of any two adjacent words or morphemes. We exclude from our analyses any frame whose A or C element is a better predictor of B's grammatical category in the nonadjacent dependency A_B\_C. This is because the investigation in this study is about the potential of nonadjacent dependencies as distributional patterns that accurately categorize grammatical categories. If an adjacent dependency within a frame is a more accessible or reliable cue than the frame itself, then we do not include the frame in our analyses. For example, consider a hypothetical corpus in which most occurrences of the word 'nice' is followed by a noun. If the accuracy of the bigram ('nice', N) is greater than the accuracy of a frame-based category that contains nice_x, then we assume the bigram is a better classifier of the part-of-speech than the frame and do not include the frame in our analyses. Our results are in line with [@b0035], who show that derived categories from frequent frames are more accurate than those of bigram cooccurrences, e.g. A_B\_x or x_A\_B. Lastly, our decision to exclude these frames may also be cognitively motivated. Experimental evidence shows that the unreliability of adjacent cues spurs children to consider nonadjacent cues ([@b0070]).

2.3. Operationalization of frequency {#s0025}
------------------------------------

Determining the frequency of frequent frames has been approached in a few different ways, but the constraints of these studies are similar: input data are child-directed speech extracted from parent--child dyads. In the seminal frequent frames study by [@b0115], six English corpora from the CHILDES database ([@b0105]) were used as input (average size 17,199 utterances). For each corpus, the 45-most frequently occurring frames were selected as frequent frames, which satisfied two criteria in the experiment: that the frames were frequent enough to be noticeable and that the frequent frames should include a variety of intervening target words, which could be categorized together ([@b0115]). Although their corpora differ in size, studies by [@b0045], [@b0050], [@b0265], [@b0260], [@b0245] use the 45-most frequent frames per corpus.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}

[@b0275] analyze two small corpora (9403 and 12,734 utterances) and operationalize a frequent frame as any frame occurring at least 15 times. By contrast, instead of fixing the number of frames a priori, [@b0035] first evaluate all frames in their corpus (2006 utterances) and established a frequency threshold by evaluating performance iteratively on a successively larger number of frame-based categories. They then relaxed the inclusion criteria to select a set of frames that exclusively contained words from only one category, thereby achieving categorization accuracy of 100% and identifying frame-based categories with a single category.

The ACQDIV corpora create two new challenges for operationalizing frequency in frame evaluation. First, the seven corpora in this study range by orders of magnitude in size and predefining the threshold of what is frequent penalizes cross-linguistic comparison and may introduce bias into the evaluation metrics. Second, the morphologies of languages in our sample are intended to differ maximally. Therefore, the definition of what a word is differs greatly. Differences in morphosyntax mean that each language will have more or less adjacent and nonadjacent dependencies, depending on how the speech stream is segmented (see Section [4](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}).

Because our corpora differ in size and the languages differ in morphosyntactic productivity, we introduce an operationalization of frequency so that we can control for corpus size. We do so by calculating the frequency of each frame-based category within each corpus in relative proportion to the size of the corpus (the total number of trigrams). Most frame-based categories, both at the word and morpheme levels, occur infrequently. For word frames we found through inspection that the majority of frame-based categories occur with a relative frequency of less than 0.0005%. For morphemes, which are greater in total number of tokens, this relative frequency was 0.001%. We set these values as our variable thresholds and evaluate per corpus the frames above these thresholds. Interestingly, accuracy measures for a fixed threshold for frequency (top-45 frames as per [@b0115]) and a variable threshold (as we propose here) are not statistically significantly different, as shown below in Section [3](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}.

2.4. Evaluation {#s0030}
---------------

### 2.4.1. Accuracy {#s0035}

To evaluate how useful frequent frames might be as a bootstrapping cue for the learner, [@b0115], and authors of subsequent studies on frequent frames ([@b0035], [@b0050], [@b0245], [@b0260], [@b0265], [@b0275]), calculate the summary measures *accuracy*, and to a lesser degree, *completeness*, as used first by [@b0025]. Both accuracy and completeness measures range from 0 to 1.

Accuracy measures the categorization success of a frame-based category. In other words, are the linguistic units that occur in the middle of a frame predictive for one specific part-of-speech? Accuracy is defined as the number of *hits* divided by the number of *hits* *+* *false alarms* [@b0115]. A hit is equivalent to a true positive and a false alarm to a false positive (Type I error). To calculate the accuracy of a frame then, for each frame-based category, all pairs of target words (or morphemes) are compared and if their part-of-speech is the same, a hit is recorded, otherwise it is a false alarm. As such, accuracy is a pairwise measure that is sensitive to the size of the frame-based category. For example, if the frame *I*\_*you* appears three times with intervening words: *love* (verb), *hear* (verb), *not* (negation), then there is one hit (*love* & *hear*, verb = verb) and two false alarms (*hear* & *not*, verb ≠ negation; *love* & *not*, verb ≠ negation), resulting in: 1 (hit)/1 (hit) + 2 (false alarms) or 1/3. The frame's accuracy for categorization is therefore 0.33 (33%). Note that overall accuracy scores as previously reported are an average over the accuracy of each frame-based category, which means that smaller frame-based categories contribute disproportionately to the accuracy score (we return to this issue in the Supplementary Materials in [Section 5.5](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}).[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} A perfectly accurate frame-based category has an accuracy score of 1 (100%) and categorizes a single part-of-speech for each and every occurrence of the frame.

### 2.4.2. Completeness {#s0040}

Completeness compares all target types captured by a frame-based category with all types found in the set of frequent frames ([@b0115]). It is defined as the sum of the number of *hits* divided by the number of *hits* *+* *misses* ([@b0115]). A hit is equivalent to a true positive and a miss is analogous to a false negative (Type II error). A completeness score of 1 means that all types are captured by the frame.

In the completeness approach taken by [@b0115], parts of speech in each frame-based category are pooled together for evaluation. For example, if a frequent frame contains both verbs and negation, then its verb and negation types are compared against the set of all verbs and negators captured by the 45-most frequent frames in the analysis. In the accuracy example, above, the frame *I*\_*you* appears three times with intervening words: *love* (verb), *hear* (verb), *not* (negation). It therefore captures two verb types (love and hear) and one negator (not). If in the set of frequent frames there are eight verb types (love, hear, think, hug, fly, wash, do, play) and one negation type (not), then the completeness value for the frame capturing (love, hear, not) is 3 (hits)/3 (hits) + 6 (misses), resulting in a completeness score of 3/9 or 0.33. That is, the types in the frame-based category capture 33% of the total number of types under investigation.

The completeness metric used by [@b0115] captures how representative the frame-based category is in relation to all types captured by the frequent frames, but not in the whole corpus. In other words, how complete is each frequent frame in categorizing grammatical class types found amongst all types captured by the set of frames determined to be frequent? In order to make our results comparable, we also evaluate completeness in this fashion. It is unclear, however, why the sum of frequent frames should be an informative measure of the input to the child. It seems more intuitive to us to ask how good frequent frames are at categorizing parts of speech in relation to the total input the child receives, instead of just the most frequent frames that s/he hears. Hence, we propose two novel evaluation metrics for categorization, global accuracy and completeness, which take all available input to the child into account.

2.5. Global accuracy and completeness {#s0045}
-------------------------------------

To calculate global accuracy and completeness, first we determine the modal category of each frame-based category (discussed above). Second, we pool together all target types found in frequent frames by their modal category. Third, we calculate global accuracy and completeness measures, specified below, per grammatical category in regard to all types of that category found in frame-based categories and in utterances in the child-directed speech available in each corpus.

Global accuracy is the mean accuracy across frequent frames of the same modal category. We compute global accuracy by averaging the individual accuracy of each frequent frame that categorizes the same modal category, according to their frequency of occurrence. In other words, if the accuracy of frame *i* is $a_{i}$ and $f_{i}$ its frequency, then global accuracy is computed as $A = \sum_{i}a_{i}f_{i}$ where *i* ranges over all frequent frames with the same modal category. Thus, we calculate the probability of picking any frequent frame *token* and finding that the slot-filling token has a category corresponding to its modal category (for a given category).

Global completeness takes all of the aggregated frames of a specific category (e.g. all modal verb frames) and tests completeness against that category's types, as found in the whole corpus. Therefore we evaluate how complete are frequent frames at capturing specific grammatical categories in the input to the child represented in our corpora. For instance, say out of a set of 50 frequent frames, 25 have the modal category *noun*. We calculate the mean accuracy of those 25 frame-based categories at predicting *noun* (global accuracy). Next, we pool all noun types that occur in the 25 frames and calculate the proportion of noun types that they capture in regard to all noun types that appear in the child-directed speech (global completeness). Lastly, we plot global accuracy vs global completeness to illustrate how well the nonadjacent dependency encoded by frequent frames categorizes each grammatical class, thus showing how accurately and how many types in the lexicon the child may be able to categorize if s/he uses frequent frames.

3. Results {#s0050}
==========

In Analysis [3.1](#s0055){ref-type="sec"}, we test the accuracy and completeness of frequent frames in input to individual children, both with a fixed threshold of 45 frequent frames and with a variable threshold of frequency determined by our operationalization of relative frequency across corpora. This analysis illustrates how an approach to relative frequency of frame occurrence captures differences in corpus sample size and morphosyntactic idiosyncrasies of each language in our sample. We also test whether there is a significant difference between frequent frames to individual children versus data pooled across children. In Analysis [3.2](#s0060){ref-type="sec"}, we evaluate accuracy and completeness of frequent frames at the word and morpheme levels using aggregated child-surrounding speech per language. The results led us to ask whether all or a subset of grammatical categories are accurately captured by frequent frames. In Analysis [3.3](#s0065){ref-type="sec"}, we test each grammatical category in each corpus for global accuracy and completeness. The [Supplementary Materials in Section 5](#s0085){ref-type="sec"} contain additional data and illustrative plots for each analysis.

3.1. Analysis: individual children versus pooled data {#s0055}
-----------------------------------------------------

In previous studies, frequent frames are evaluated within language-specific corpora of parent-child dyads ([@b0035], [@b0050], [@b0115], [@b0245], [@b0260], [@b0265], [@b0275]). These studies investigate the input to individual children. We test whether the results between the two conditions (individual vs pooled) differed in any meaningful way.

The Chintang and Russian corpora ([@b0240], [@b0230]) contain the densest data samples in our database and therefore were chosen for detailed analysis of individual children. Each corpus contains four target children. The two samples also capture cultural differences in child-rearing. The Chintang spend the majority of their time outdoors and children are raised in a village setting in which the community is involved in child-rearing. The sample contains numerous individuals and results in rich child-surrounding speech. This is in contrast to a more so-called western style of bringing up children, as is captured in the Russian corpus.

[Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}, [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} show fixed and variable operationalizations of frequent word frames in Chintang and Russian. For both languages and across individual children at both frequency thresholds, frame accuracy is between 46% and 66% and completeness is low. We give the standard deviations (SD) and the number of frequent frames per child (Frames) and their minimal (Min), maximum (Max), and average (Median) number of occurrences.Table 6Frequent word frames in Chintang.AccuracySDCompletenessSDFramesMinMaxMedianFixed thresholdLDCh10.660.250.030.024527131140LDCh20.610.270.030.024529143442LDCh30.550.260.030.02452447836LDCh40.540.210.030.02453659256  Variable thresholdLDCh10.640.250.040.023929131141LDCh20.620.280.030.024132143442LDCh30.540.270.040.03333047839LDCh40.550.230.040.02354259266Table 7Frequent word frames in Russian.AccuracySDCompletenessSDFramesMinMaxMedianFixed thresholdChild10.490.250.050.034596852130Child20.490.240.050.03451321050182Child30.520.230.050.03456550394Child40.470.230.040.034578560132  Variable thresholdChild10.500.260.030.026784852116Child20.480.240.040.03511271050177Child30.510.220.040.02506150385Child40.460.220.050.034482560137

[Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"} shows fixed and variable operationalizations of frequent morpheme frames in Chintang. We do not include Russian because the corpus is not segmented into morphemes. The analysis shows that frequent morpheme frames in Chintang are much more accurate indicators of the intervening target morphemes' syntactic category than in frequent word frames in Chintang. The accuracy of these frequent frames is on average over 90%.Table 8Frequent morpheme frames in Chintang.AccuracySDCompletenessSDFramesMinMaxMedianFixed thresholdLDCh10.950.090.080.07452022610269LDCh20.930.130.080.06452263138362LDCh30.920.150.070.07452023159280LDCh40.890.200.090.06452493806387  Variable thresholdLDCh10.940.130.070.07551752610261LDCh20.920.150.060.06591883138298LDCh30.920.150.070.06491743159273LDCh40.880.200.080.06512373806370

To test whether there is a statistically significant difference between our results at the level of individual children and pooled child-directed speech, we used R ([@b0195]) to construct a linear model of accuracy as a function of individual child and child-directed speech. Statistical tests show that pooling child-directed speech has no effect: Chintang words and morphemes, F(4, 220) = 1.798, p = 0.13 and F(4, 220) = 1.965, p = 0.10, respectively, and Russian words (F(4, 220) = 1.164, p = 0.32). We also tested a linear mixed effects model with accuracy as a function of individual children with corpus as a random effect (Chintang words t = −0.591, Chintang morphemes t = −1.16, Russian words t = 1.885). Both models show the variable individual children is not significant. Therefore we pool child-surrounding speech across children in our analysis of frequent frames.

3.2. Analysis: frequent frames in seven languages {#s0060}
-------------------------------------------------

[Table 9](#t0045){ref-type="table"} shows the accuracy and completeness scores for frequent word frames in each corpus (relative threshold 0.0005%). The overall accuracy and completeness of word frames is not very high. Accuracy ranges from a low of 0.44 in Russian to a high of 0.98 in Inuktitut. Accuracy in Inuktitut is the outlier, but frequent frames occur very rarely. There is a minimum of two and a maximum of three occurrences of repeated frames in the entire corpus. In this light, the high accuracy is not very impressive. Presumably, frames at the word level are not very useful to the child for learning. Also, due to the orthographic tradition in Sesotho, many orthographic words are considered dependent morphemes under a linguistic analysis, which would increase the accuracy of word level frames in this corpus.Table 9Frequent word frames.AccuracySDCompletenessSDFramesMinMaxMedianChintang0.570.240.040.0233902720118.00Inuktitut0.980.110.030.0137232.00Japanese0.820.210.020.029767915106.00Russian0.440.220.040.03482341485310.00Sesotho0.830.230.010.01107816312.00Turkish0.620.200.080.08153431848.00Yucatec0.780.280.010.011333413.00

[Table 10](#t0050){ref-type="table"} shows the accuracy and completeness scores for frequent morpheme frames in each corpus (relative threshold 0.001%). In contrast to word frames, morpheme frames in our data are highly accurate predictors of the syntactic categories of target forms. Accuracy scores are 0.88 and above for all languages. Completeness scores are similar to the word frames, i.e. there is not a substantial increase in recall in relation to higher precision.Table 10Frequent morpheme frames.AccuracySDCompletenessSDFramesMinMaxMedianChintang0.950.090.080.07605177940779.00Inuktitut0.930.160.020.011005436.50Japanese0.980.040.020.03187831943157.00Sesotho0.970.120.040.0488661358109.50Turkish0.880.170.010.0183521100037.00Yucatec0.900.180.010.021532058434.00

3.3. Analysis: global accuracy and global completeness {#s0065}
------------------------------------------------------

We have shown that frequent frames at the word level are not universally good predictors of syntactic categories, but at the morpheme level they are. Now we ask how globally accurate and complete frequent frames are at categorizing individual parts of speech. We report the results for nouns and verbs at the word and morpheme levels. For the full analysis of all parts of speech, see the [Supplementary Materials](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}.

Our results show that frequent frames at the word level are not cross-linguistically accurate predictors of syntactic category for nouns and verbs, as shown in [Table 11](#t0055){ref-type="table"}. The column *Frames* indicates the sum of the occurrences of frequent frames for a particular syntactic category. Japanese has high accuracy for verbs (0.95) and Sesotho has accuracy scores of 0.89 for nouns and 0.87 for verbs. The other languages have accuracy scores below 0.8. Inuktitut is our smallest corpus and it contains the least number of occurrences of frequent noun and verb frames. Inuktitut has the richest morphological system in our language sample, so the number of frequent frames and their number of occurrences is very low and they have high accuracy.Table 11Global accuracy and completeness of words (nouns and verbs).CorpusPOSAccuracyCompletenessFrames1ChintangN0.230.022342InuktitutN1.000.0263JapaneseN0.720.168934RussianN0.430.059375SesothoN0.890.05816TurkishN0.480.021397YucatecN0.750.061208ChintangV0.770.0514479InuktitutV1.000.021310JapaneseV0.950.1262811RussianV0.540.0369012SesothoV0.870.056213TurkishV0.700.019514YucatecV0.700.0496

Our analysis of global accuracy and completeness shows frequent morpheme frames are very accurate predictors of noun and verb stems across the languages in our sample; see [Fig. 8 in Section 5.5 in the Supplementary Materials](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}. Noun and verb recall is also high, capturing a large portion of the total types in the corpora. Therefore, these categories may be informative for children in grammatical class assignment. Nouns and verbs may also be accurate categories because they are cross-linguistically more salient semantically, than for instance adjectives or other linguistic waste-bucket categories (cf. [@b0185]). Cross-linguistically, we might also expect that nouns and verbs correlate more frequently with phonological cues, morphosyntactic position and word class, particularly if these signals are used in language acquisition (see Section [4](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}).

As illustrated in [Table 12](#t0060){ref-type="table"}, at the morpheme level we do find strong support for predictable nonadjacent dependencies in child-directed speech for nouns and verbs. Again, Inuktitut has so few frames that we do not focus on it. All other languages have accuracy scores above 0.86. Noun and verb frames at the morpheme level are highly accurate predictors of grammatical categories.Table 12Global accuracy and completeness of morphemes (nouns and verbs).CorpusPOSAccuracyCompletenessFrames1InuktitutN1.000.0132JapaneseN0.930.062913SesothoN0.970.141054TurkishN0.910.256015YucatecN0.860.303126ChintangV0.990.514797InuktitutV0.800.13268JapaneseV0.970.444229SesothoV1.000.6244810TurkishV0.970.6047911YucatecV0.980.44262

4. Discussion {#s0070}
=============

We analyzed accuracy and completeness scores for word and morpheme frames in child-surrounding speech (in individual children and pooled across children) in longitudinal child language acquisition corpora from seven unrelated and typologically diverse languages. In accord with the observation from aggregated results across previous studies that focus on single languages, our analysis shows that frequent word frames are not a universally available nonadjacent dependency pattern in child-surrounding speech ([@b0035], [@b0050], [@b0115], [@b0245], [@b0260], [@b0265], [@b0275]).

However, we do find cross-linguistically that morpheme frequent frames are very accurate predictors of grammatical categories, particularly for nouns and verbs. Verb frames also have high completeness scores. Completeness ranges from 0.44 (i.e. over one-third of verb types in the corpus) to 0.62, except for Inuktitut (0.13), see discussion below. The privileged position of nouns and verbs would seem to invite children to start exploring the part-of-speech system from these categories or from 'proto-part-of-speech' closely matching them (cf. [@b0015]). What effect frequent frames have on part-of-speech acquisition in general remains an important desideratum for future research.[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} Our results extend the observation by [@b0260] -- morpheme frames in German and Turkish are more accurate than word frames -- and show that cross-linguistically, the nonadjacent dependency encoded in the frame is a universally salient distributional pattern in child-surrounding speech. But why are frames more accurate at the level of morphemes than words? And what makes a frame frequent?

In the literature on frames, language-specific morphosyntactic differences have been proposed as the reason for frequent frames and their accuracy, or lack thereof. [@b0245] suggest word frame-based categories in German, as in English, Dutch and French, have function words as framing elements; thus given the high frequency of closed-class words in these languages, there tend to be more frequent frames.[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"} [@b0275] observe that a high degree of homophony plays a role in word frame frequency in Chinese. In Spanish, pro-drop reportedly increases the likelihood of repetition in word frames ([@b0265]). And relatively free word order seems to play a role in the number of exact repetitions in general, so that frames occur more often in English, which has a stricter word order than Russian ([@b0270]). [@b0115] suggests the morpheme level may capture statistical regularities better than words in morphologically-rich languages with freer word order.

Although morphosyntactic phenomena like prepositions, articles, etc., highlight areas of grammar that contain frequent and accurate frames in particular languages, our results suggest a simpler solution: that frequency and accuracy of nonadjacent dependencies boils down to less types and more cohesion. At levels of grammar where there are less types and stricter order on linear sequences, we expect to find more frequent and more accurate adjacent and nonadjacent dependencies. In our data sample, there are fewer morpheme types than word types in each language. Compare the number of morpheme and word types and their corresponding accuracy scores in [Table 13](#t0065){ref-type="table"}. A reduction in the number of types increases accuracy. Ancillary evidence is found in the study by [@b0225], who observe that in their corpora bigrams contain more types than trigrams, and that adjacent bigram dependencies are less accurate predictors of the target form's grammatical category than frames.Table 13Morpheme and word types and their accuracy.LanguageWord typesAccuracyMorpheme typesAccuracyChintang51,1800.5755180.95Inuktitut12,1400.987340.93Japanese20,7460.8275250.98Sesotho55170.8324370.97Turkish61,2770.6240340.88Yucatec16,6260.7826120.90

Inuktitut is an exception, but we believe this is due to its small corpus size (23,164 words, but only 8673 labeled morphemes). As we pointed out above, word frame accuracy in Inuktitut is extremely accurate (0.98), however, in the 37 frame-based categories identified by our operationalization of frequency, no frame is repeated more than three times, with a median value of two. Given such few frame repetitions at the word level, it is not surprising that accuracy is so high. Inuktitut is a highly polysynthetic language. It has over 400 productive affixes and clitics which attach to verbal, nominal or uninflected particle roots, allowing the part-of-speech to change several times within one word.

Why should a reduction in the number of types reflect constraints on the frequency, accuracy, and completeness of nonadjacent dependencies? First, morphologically-rich languages have more word forms, therefore more word types, so accuracy is lower at the word level. Second, accuracy is better at the morpheme level independently of language type because there is stronger cohesion between morphemes than words (words generally have a less strict linear order than morphemes cross-linguistically). Third, these observations are less useful the more a language tends towards isolation because in the extreme case there is no difference between the morpheme and word levels. For example, word frames are accurate categorization patterns in English ([@b0115]) because English is a morphologically analytical language. Additional evidence is provided by [@b0260]: in German, the mean accuracy of words and morphemes are nearly the same, but in Turkish, which is morphologically-richer, accuracy scores are much higher in morpheme frames.

If a reduction in types increases frequency in distributional patterns encoded by adjacent and nonadjacent dependencies (in a corpus of the same size), then we expect that accuracy scores at the level of phonotactics are even higher because languages have less phoneme and syllable types than they do morpheme and word types. Also, cohesion at the phonological level is greater than in morphology and syntax. One way to test this is to investigate accuracy at the phonotactic level. If phonotactic units, insofar as they represent morphologically relevant phoneme combinations, turn out to be equally good or even better classifiers than conventional frequent frames, this would seriously challenge some of our views on the interaction of different linguistic levels in language acquisition. We leave this question for future research.
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Supplementary data 1

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007--2013) under grant agreement n° 615988 (PI Sabine Stoll). Many thanks to Katherine Demuth for providing the Sesotho data and to Gabriella Hermon and Caroline Rowland for fruitful discussions. We also warmly thank Lisa Pearl, Daniel Swingley and an anonymous reviewer for helpful comments and suggestions on an earlier draft of this paper. We dedicate our study to Melanie Widmer.

Data and source code are available at: <https://github.com/acqdiv/frequent-frames>.

[@b0265] observe that frames that occurred at least 45 times in their corpora surpassed 5% of the proportion of the total number of frames per corpus. Results were robust and comparable when their analysis was set to the top 25-most frequent frames.

We thank an anonymous reviewer for bringing this point to our attention.

We agree with one reviewer that our analysis is limited by the size of our corpora and how the data is distributed across the age ranges of children in our language sample. However, stating that there are differences in the speech directed at children of younger and older ages in our sample makes a cross-linguistic generalization that we have not tested empirically. This is an interesting research question to test in the future, which would add to the debate of whether infant- or child-directed speech shares universal properties and it might also shed light on how child-directed speech changes as children get older.

[@b0245] also investigate how evenly target types are distributed across frames using Shannon-Weaver values as a diversity measure. Values ranged from 0.18 to 0.95 (0--1 scale) and they bin the results into categories: accurate and diverse, accurate but lexically specific, inaccurate and diverse. We leave an investigation into frame target diversity for future research.

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2018.02.005](10.1016/j.cognition.2018.02.005){#ir010}.

[^1]: Based on [@b0135], [@b0140] and [@b0170], [@b0175].
